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To all head teachers and RE coordinators

October 2019
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Hello from the Triangle!
My name is John Layzell and I want to introduce
myself to you, having taken up the schools liaison
role for the Triangle bookshop, the role previously
held by Mark McGowan. I came to Rushmoor in
2002 as the minister of a Baptist church here. Now
I’ve retired from that role, I have time to devote to
other things, including this schools liaison work. I
already go into some schools in Farnborough and
surrounding towns as a member of the Gateway
assembly team and with a RE programme called
Walk Through the Bible which teaches children the storyline of either the Old or the
New Testament of the Bible in 5 one-hour lessons over 5 weeks.
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At the Triangle we want to help put the invaluable gift of literature into the hands of
school children. We continue to believe that a book given with love is a precious gift
for any child. Reading books opens up new worlds and new possibilities, whatever
your age, and all the more so for the young. Particularly of course when that book is
the best book of all, the Bible!
But the Triangle is so much more than just books. Basically, do consider making
the Triangle your first stop to help you meet your RE curriculum and indeed for
anything vaguely religious: we can provide you with many other resources, and
usually at prices which compare well even with what you can find online.
I am new to this job so please bear with me: it will take me a while to learn all that
needs to be done, and all the resources that we can offer. But there is a highly
experienced team here at the Triangle to draw on and together I am sure we can
provide a great service, including free delivery when required, to you and your
children in the coming months and years. Those of you who already use us will, I’m
sure, testify to the excellent personal service provided by the Triangle.
I look forward to being in touch with you shortly.
John
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